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HOT OIL DETECTOR :

ENGINE PROTECTION DEVICE :

MU normally used to carry gypsum load to Nalco 
Smelter plant at Damanjodi. The gradient is very high A thermostatic valve, located on the outlet elbow from 
enroute Damanjodi, at Bisam Cuttack section, which is the main lube oil pump, is calibrated to open when lube 
around 1 in 100. While negotiating in the upgradient, this oil temperature reaches a nominal 124°C(255°F). When 
loco 12848 faced numerous times ESD. Everytime, the oil temperature causes the valve to open, pressure to 
low water switch of the EPD used to get tripped. As a the oil pressure detecting device in the engine governor 

is dumped. The device detects low oil pressure and result of this, the governor plunger gets tripped. “ESD - 
reacts to shut the engine down. Low lube oil pressure” used to come as message in the 

It has two reset buttons. One is for low water and the 
other is for crankcase pressure detector. The water 
pressure portion of the detector balances the pressure 
of the water pump output against the air box pressure. 
When the output pressure of the water pump becomes 
less than the air box pressure, the diaphragm moves 
causing the oil drain valve to open and dump engine oil 
from the low oil sensing device in the governor. The 
governor senses low oil pressure and initiates low oil 
shutdown.

Vishakhapatnam shed is relatively a new shed as 
regards to WDG4 locomotives with a holding of just 8 
locomotives of its kind. The expertise in trouble shooting 
of failures of G4 locomotives is not very much as 
compared to other big sheds of Indian Railways.

The WDG4 locomotive 12848 is being run as a Multiple 
Unit (MU) with another WDG4 locomotive 12767. The 

TROUBLESHOOTING OF WDG4 LOCOMOTIVE 12848

Kaushalendra K. Khadanga, IRSME2010
ADME (D)/VKSP/ECOR

 

lkjka'k% fo'kk[kkiVue vk/kkfjr MCY;wMhth&4 jsybatu 12848 dh fn- 02-02-2014 dks deh'kfuax gksus ds 
ckn ls yxkrkj batu 'kV Mkmu ¼bZ,lMh½ dh foQyrk ckj&ckj gks jgh FkhA dkQh tkap iMrky ,oa 
ijh{k.kksa ds ckn bZ,lMh ds ewy dkj.k dk irk yxk;k x;k FkkA ewy dkj.k Y;wc vk;y dwyj dk nks"kiw.kZ 
gksuk FkkA ;g Y;wczhdsfVax vk;y dks Bhd ls BaMk ugha dj jgk FkkA ifj.kkeLo:i gkWV vk;y fMVsDVj 
leLr vk;y dks xouZj ls gkSnh esa fxjk jgk FkkA ftlls oqMoMZ xouZj Iyatj fVªi dj jgk FkkA ftlds 
QyLo:i batu 'kV Mkmu ¼bZ,lMh½ gksrk gSA

Abstract:  Vishakhapatnam based WDG4 locomotive 12848 was repeatedly failing for Engine 
Shut down (ESD) since commissioning on 02.02.2014. The root cause of ESD was found out, 
after a lot of investigation and trials. The root cause was that the lube oil cooler was defective. It 
was not cooling the lubricating oil efficiently. As a result, the Hot Oil Detector was draining all 
the oil from the governor to the sump. This was resulting in the Woodward Governor plunger 
getting tripped. This resulted in ESD.

ABBREVIATIONS: ESD: Engine Shut down, HOD: Hot Oil Detector, EPD: Engine Protection Device, 
MU: Multiple Unit, LOC: Lube Oil Cooler, LB: Left Bank, RB: Right Bank, Loco: Locomotive, HE: Hot 
Engine.
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Date  NOTCH EngineTemp  

03/02/2014

 

8

 

03/02/2014

 

0

 

81.6

77.7

05/02/2014

 

0

 

42.7

11/02/2014

 

8

 

80.7

11/02/2014

 

8

 

70.3

16/02/2014 8 86.1

19/02/2014 8 85.1

23/02/2014 2 79.6

28/02/2014 1 77.7

01/03/2014 1 84.4

01/03/2014 1 84.7



display. After ESD, the pilot would then reset the low removed and loco was started. The lube oil level, was 
water switch of the EPD and also reset the governor found to be 2-3” below the top mark which was all right. 
plunger switch. Then the loco used to be restarted. This allays the fear that sufficient lube oil was not 
While on move, if ESD happens once again, the same entering into the strainer, due to some blockage in the 
set of procedures used to be followed. lube oil cooler.

When the loco came for 30 days schedule, not Also, the Turbo Supercharger (TSC) spin-on filter was 
suspecting anything serious, it was given off. Again removed. The TPLR filter was replaced with a new one. 
while working in the same section, it used to face ESD. Load box was done. Still the same result, ESD with 
This cycle was repeated once or twice. Most of the times governor plunger tripping.
it used to face ESD, at the highest 8th notch.

Now, suspecting that the Hot Oil Detector (HOD) to be 
After repeated shut down, the loco was called to the malfunctioning, the bottom pipe from the HOD was 

th  shed. Suspecting that the EPD was not functioning uncoupled. The loco was started and at 8 notch, it was 
properly, we ordered for an EPD from Siliguri shed. Low found that lube oil was coming out of the HOD. The 
water Switch operation was checked by LWS test. Self temperature noted was 91°C.
load box test was done twice, once for 10 mins and 
second time for 20 mins. No ESD was observed due to This was an interesting revelation. But the HOD was 
EPD faulty. After schedule works it was sent to work. calibrated to open when lube oil temperature reaches a 

nominal 124°C (255°F). Overheated lube oil relieves oil 
The loco pilot again reported ESD with low lube oil pressure from the line to the governor through the HOD. 
pressure. Loco was called to the shed. Water pump Had the pipe not been uncoupled, the lube oil would 
pressure gauge, lube oil pressure gauge and the have drained to the sump.
Booster air pressure gauges were fitted on the loco. Hot 

Concluding the argument here that the HOD was engine was conducted. The following observations were 
defective, it was replaced. The loco was started. With a noted.
new HOD also the problem repeated itself, ESD with 
governor plunger tripping.

Now we had no other options other than calling experts 
from other experianced sheds. Siliguri shed 
representative had come. He suggested that some 
governor setting has to be changed. The low idle rpm 
was set at 220. The representative accompanied the 
loco in the high gradient section of Damanjodi. On the 
way, governor plunger tripped thrice. The representative 
said, without any authority, that the problem lies with the 
governor and it needs to be changed. As we had no 
spare governor, we had to call our other locos to shed, to 
interchange the governors and check. In this process, 
the loco was stabled in the shed for 1 more week.

Meanwhile, continuing our independent study following 
the manuals and maintenance instructions (MI), MI 928 
Rev-B gave an insight into the temperatures of inlet and 
outlet of lube oil cooler. Operation of HOD, provides 
indication that the lube oil cooler may not be functioning 
effectively. During normal operations, restrictions 
eventually build up, within the cores of the lube oil cooler. 
These restrictions greatly reduce cooler efficiency. MI 
928 Rev-B contains testing procedures, performance 
baseline for oil coolers that are clean, and tables, that 
indicate maximum allowable deviation from the 
performance baselines. The following test procedure 
was adopted as per the MI.

As can be seen from the above table that during hot 
th In order to obtain a valid indication of lube oil cooler engine, after maintaining the loco at 8  notch for 

performance, the locomotive was operated at its full sufficient duration, the LOP gradually falls. This 
rated load and engine speed while oil and water ultimately leads to the governor plunger tripping leading 

th temperatures are allowed to stabilize. Consecutive to ESD. So when the engine operates at 8  notch for a 
readings taken 15 minutes apart and showing no sufficient period of time, it leads to ESD. 
change in oil and water temperature indicate stable 

On a precautionary note, the primary strainer cover was conditions.
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Notch LOP(kg) BAP(kg) WP(kg)

Idle 1.0 0.0 0.6

1 1.5 0.0 0.8

2 1.8 0.1 1.1

3 2.8

 

0.2

 

1.8

4 3.4

 

0.3

 

2.1

5 4.1

 

0.5

 

3.0

6 4.4

 

0.7

 

3.7

7 4.6
 

1.0
 

4.5

8 4.8
 

1.7
 

5.5

After 5 mins

  8 4.5

 

1.8

 

5.8

8 3.6

 

1.8

 

5.8

After 2 mins

  

8 2.5 1.8 5.8

After 1 min

2.5 1.8 1.8 5.8

Engine Shut Down



Locomotive 
model 

Service 
Limit 
°C             °F 

Engine 
Type 

Loco HP Oil Cooler 
Assembly 

Oil Cooler 
Core 

Chart Lines 

SD70 11.1 20 16-710G3B 
/G3B-EC 

4000 9560308 9514842 NN (K) 

SD70I 11.1 20 16-710G3B 
/G3B-EC 

4000 40053882 9514842 NN (K) 

SD70M 11.1 20 16-710G3B 
/G3B-EC 

4000 9560308 9514842 NN (K) 

 

1. To obtain water inlet temperature (out of oil cooler) arrangement can't be made, simple pyrometer 
to engine, a thermometer well in the water pump reading on the inlet pipe to strainer would be 
discharge elbow and fill it with engine oil. Place a sufficient.

3. Operate the engine and apply load. Operate at full tube-type thermometer into the well. If a 
thermometer well can't be placed, simple pyrometer load and full engine speed until engine water inlet 
readings at water pump elbow outlet will also be temperature is stabilized. Energize or de-energize 
sufficient. cooling fan contactors, fan clutch magnet valves, or 

shutter control magnet valves as applicable and 
2. To obtain temperature of the oil into the engine (out needed to maintain constant engine water inlet 

of lube oil cooler), remove the square cover from the temperature within the range of 70° C to 80° C (160° 
engine mounted lube oil strainer and hang a caged F to 175° F).
thermometer bulb in the overflow compartment of 
the strainer housing. Ensure that the thermometer 4. Record temperature readings and compare them 
bulb is well below the surface of the oil and is kept with the performance baseline applicable to the 
submerged while readings are taken. If such an locomotive being tested.

Troubleshooting of WDG4 Locomotive 12848
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The following readings were recorded, after stabilization 
was reached. 

Locating the specific model of the locomotive from the 
table, the appropriate chart line was identified. It was 

found to be the line NN.

set of connections was made. The graph was plotted. It 
was found that the operating point was well below the 
limits. This was also communicated to the DLW and the 
firm. The firm took the defective LOC to its premises and 
did some research. It found that it was defective. Now 
the locomotive 12848 is running trouble free without any 
ESD problems as before.

MI928, RevB has given an insight into how also a 
locomotive can fail due to ESD, even though all other 
parameters seem to be allright. It has set the tone that 
troubleshooting of WDG4 locomotives can be effectively As seen from the above graph, the current operating 
done if one follows the MIs, religiously.point is 30 units above the standard line which should be 

within 20 units. According to MI, if this happens, then the 
LOC needs to be overhauled.

1. Engine Maintenance Manual 
The firm was contacted and a new LOC was ordered. 

2. Maintenance Manual 928, Rev B
The same was intimated to DLW .It was replaced 

3. Locomotive Service Manualagainst warranty. After the new one was fitted, the same 

CONCLUSION:

Bibliography
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MISSING INNOVATIONS@INDIA.INC !!

Gaurav Agarwal
Director/E&R

Ministry of Railways

lkjka'k% bl ys[k esa Hkkjrh; m|ksxksa ds lkFk gh fodflr ns'kksa esa izkS|ksfxdh; uohuhdj.kksa dh v/kksfLFkfr 
dk fo'ys"k.k fd;k x;k gSA blds vfrfjDr] Hkkjr esa uohuhdj.k gsrq mRisjdksa ,oa izksRlkguksa ij izfrdwy 
izHkko Mkyus okys eq[; fcanqvksa ¼Mªkbojksa½ dh deh ds ckjs esa Hkh la{ksi esa crk;k x;k gSA

Abstract: This article analyses the locus-standi of technological innovations in Indian 
industries vis-a-vis developed nations. Further, the lack of key drivers which adversely 
impact the motivation and encouragement for  the innovations in India.Inc are also briefed 
upon.

1. INTRODUCTION

2. INDIAN INDUSTRIES VIS-A-VIS DEVELOPED 

NATIONS TOWARDS INNOVATION

mainly the case with Indian Inc, as they focus on such 

markets and have just not focused on innovation.
Over the past thousands of years, life of people across 

the nations has become quite comfortable and living In terms of valuation, India's largest companies are in 

standards have improved significantly. This has also the range of about $40-45 billion. Those companies took 

resulted into generation of a huge amount of wealth. The decades to get there. Not to forget, many of them could 

key driver behind all of this wealth is technological reach such levels due to generous help by the state 

innovation that started with the ability to use tools. through tax breaks, subsidies, grants and permits - what 

is  called crony capitalism.
There are three broad steps in wealth creation: invent a 

new process, refine it and apply it. In modern day India, In the US, a 17-year-old college student named Mark 

industries and businesses have generated most of their Zuckerberg launched a company and in just 10 years, it 

wealth from the last step, a little from the second and had an IPO valued at $100 billion! (Facebook, in spite of 

virtually nothing from the first. Unlike businesses in the at the low end of value chain, is still bigger than DLF or 

developed world, Indian industries tend to go Reliance). Moreover 'Google' founded just 15 years ago 

backwards and end up with severely limited by two students, now stands at a mammoth $300 billion. 

opportunities, rather than starting from step one. Moreover, there are other companies like 'Apple' that 

are worth over $400 billion. These achievements are 
Many of the things that define modern life were invented 

entirely due to innovative approach of the founders of 
by Europeans and Americans. They not only created 

these companies.
wealth from the first step, but also established first claim 

on the second and third steps. As an outcome, their Many Indian 'experts' in business and finance tend to 

share dominates the global wealth. The Japanese, dismiss these companies as mere websites, paper 

Chinese and Koreans excelled in mass production money, vapourware, luck or even as companies that do 

techniques and hence, they have managed to corner a no real work. However, if we examine our daily lives, it 

substantial chunk of the wealth. would be hard to find any innovative contribution from 

Indian Inc.

Practically everything around us - internet, electricity, 

education system or healthcare – has been invented by 
Once things like electricity, cars, road, computers, 

the developed countries. Had it not been so, we would 
phones, multi-storey buildings, shampoos and so on 

have still been living in the medieval Age; on the 
have been invented and their implementation or usage 

contrary, if Indian industry had not been there, no one 
defined, it is possible to generate wealth simply by 

would have observed.
making more of them and selling them to the population 

neglected by the inventors and the improvisers. That is While this comparison may seem far-fetched, it 

extenuatively
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highlights the one-way relationship as far as innovation on innovation. India industries have primarily two 

is concerned. formulas for success:

3. INNOVATIONS   BY   SCIENTISTS   AND 1) Replicate what's in the developed countries, be 

RESEARCHERS   ALONE ? it fast food, malls, expressways, banks, cars, 

airports, and so on.
Government at various forums levels often exhorts 

scientists, researchers and engineers to push the 2) Export poverty: If it costs West $50 to do 

boundaries. But focusing on scientists and something, same can be done in India in $10 

technologists is like putting the cart before the horse. because of lower wages, as in software and 

manufacturing.
Innovation is not the domain of technologists. They are 

just one link in the chain. Companies such as Google, But success is its own worst enemy. When one 

Microsoft and IBM routinely outsource the development succeeds using a particular formula, he tends to take 

of their latest technologies to Indian engineers; yet that formula as the absolute truth.

these cannot be called Indian innovations.
It won't be true to say that that India industries do not 

In the same way if an Indian company outsource work to take risks. They have taken substantial risks in various 

American engineers, that innovation would still be areas, including real estate, telecom, airlines and power 

Indian one. and have often suffered losses of billions of dollars. 

They take these risks because they understand 
The most decisive element of innovation is to build the 

regulatory and market risks. But they do not take 
business case, fund it and then to commercialise it. That 

technological risks as they do not understand 
is the domain of businesses and finance experts; it is 

technology. The engineers do understand technology 
also a weak link in India. There is little knowledge of 

but their CEOs, CFOs, chairmen and sales heads don't.
assessing the risks. It is mainly because most of those 

involved in decision making have never been through For instance, most Indian companies won't invest $1 

the cycle of failure and success in commercialising million to develop some unique technology that could 

innovation. give them an upside of $1 billion, but they would invest 

$20 million in building another shopping mall that would 
Foreign companies have been commercialising 

give them an upside of, maybe, $40 million.
innovations for the last many decades. Their financial 

experts have routinely assessed the risks and rewards To be successful, the decision-makers must involve 

of innovation and have gone commercial with great themselves in technology. Without that understanding, 

success. The experience and approach for India Inc and Indian companies cannot innovate meaningfully.

MNCs is starkly different.
India's biggest imports are related to modern 

Indian businesses have remained satisfied with the soft technology, including electronics gadgets and oil, while 

option available. Their success is primarily driven by the its biggest exports are handicrafts, labour and tourism 

large size of India's population and reaping benefits of — that too based on centuries old historical places- like 

crony capitalism. For that, they primarily focus on Temples, Mosques and graves. The writing on the wall is 

staying in good books of the powers that be, rather than clear !

Indian Railway Technical Bulletin August - 2014
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OPTIMIZED ALGORITHMS FOR EFFECTIVE DRIVING OF
TAP CHANGER CONTROLLED ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

IN INDIAN RAILWAYS : A CASE STUDY

Shayak Bhattacharjee
Department of Physics,

Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur

lkjka'k% bl dk;Z esa geus VSi psatj fu;af=r fo|qr jsy batuksa] fo'ks"kdj MCY;w,ih&4] dks Mªkbo djus dh 
j.kuhfr dk izLrko fd;k gS] ftldss ifj.kkeLo:i] VªSD'ku eksVjksa dh oksYVst ,oa djsaV dh lguh; lhekvksa 
ds vanj jgrs gq, vf/kdre laHkkfor vkmViqV fu"iknu gqvk gSA

Abstract: In this work we propose a strategy for driving a tap changer controlled electric 

locomotive, specifically WAP4, which will result in the highest possible output performance 

while remaining within the tolerance limits of the voltage and current in the traction motors. 

1.  INTRODUCTION

2. QUALITATIVE CONSIDERATIONS

of the loco. This fluctuating performance often makes 

WAP4 undesirable for a prestigious and fast train, where 
Indian Railways' electric locomotive fleet [1] is today rapid acceleration from halts, caution orders and 
dominated by tap changer controlled, or 'conventional' adverse signals is essential for a punctual run. 
machines. In the passenger area, the indigenously 

In the present Article we propose a standardized driving designed and manufactured WAP4 is the mainstay of 
algorithm which can eliminate this variability and enable electric traction with over seven hundred units in active 
all WAP4s to perform at their full potential. Numerous service. Fast and high priority trains such as Rajdhani 
important trains across IR are still being allotted WAP4 and Duronto Express, as well as tightly scheduled 22-24 
as regular links, and the systematic adoption of a coach Superfast trains are regularly hauled by WAP4s. 
universal strategy will aid considerably in improving their With a continuous output of 5000 horsepower (HP) and 
punctuality performance. Moreover, it will also allow a maximum well above that, and a peak tractive effort 
fresh allocation and/or reallocation of three phase (TE) upwards of 300 kN, WAP4 is more than adequate 
locomotives on the basis of energy savings alone rather 

for any train haulage task in Indian Railways (IR) at the 
than section clearance considerations. 

present time.

However it has been observed that the performance of 
The variety of traction motor used in WAP4 [2] is WAP4 varies enormously depending on the technique 
HS15250 which is a dc series motor [3-4]. In addition, a of the loco pilot (LP) driving it. This happens because the 
resistor is introduced in parallel to the field element to LP must take the notches and shunts at just the right 
achieve flux weakening. The schematic circuit diagram speeds so that the maximum acceleration may be 
of the dc series motor with diverted field is shown inobtained without the motor voltage and current straying 
Fig. 1. Here, we define the resistance of the stator beyond their tolerance values. This is a problem in 
parallel resistor as R, that of the stator serial windings optimization and is by no means trivial; in the absence of 1

a standardized driving algorithm, the LP is reliant on his as R  and that of the rotor windings as R . The applied 1 2a 2b

skill and experience to devise a strategy of his own. This voltage is V and the angular velocity of the rotor about its 

often causes him to drive in a very conservative manner, axis is ù. The current flowing through the motor as a 

which results in gross underutilization of the capabilities whole is i and the part through the stator alone is i. 2

7
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(3)

It can be shown that

and the torque of the motor is given by

 

( )2
21 w

=
+ +tot

V
i

R Rr k K

Figure 1 : Schematic diagram of series dc motor with diverted field. The algebraic variable used to denote

the resistance of each component has been indicated against it.

 ( )
( ) 2

1

1 w

+
=

+ +tot

Rr  V
i

R Rr k K

(1a)

(2)

(1b)

 ( )

( )

2
1

1   2 2

2

1

1 w

+
G= =

é + + ùë ûtot

C Rr V
C ii

R Rr k K

lwhere C, k and K are constants for a given motor, and/or better-maintained locos, a short term current of 1 2

R  is the total resistance of its circuit and Rr denotes 1300 A is also allowed for a maximum duration of two tot

the ratio R /R. minutes. The tolerance limits are generally enforced by 2a 1

a relay or equivalent circuitry which causes the notches 
lIn Fig. 2 we show the schematic traction circuit of 

to automatically regress if the limits are exceeded. 
WAP4, exhibiting one motor connected across the 

However, since there is always the possibility of 
rectifier. The motor is the same as in Fig. 1. The 

malfunction of this circuitry, LPs are generally multiple motors of the locomotive are all connected 
recommended to consciously stay within the tolerance in parallel, so that each motor is independent of the 
limits instead of relying fully on the electronics. other. (In IR jargon, this is known as 6P 

configuration.) It should be noted that the shunting 
When the speed is low, the shunt must be kept at zero 

lever in the pilot cab applies the shunt to all the 
value to maximise torque. Practically, taking a few 

motors and not just one of them.
notches at low speed immediately results in i reaching 

The traction motors can be controlled by varying the its tolerance value. Maximum i on zero shunt however 

voltage and the shunt resistor. Voltage control is by corresponds to maximum torque, which in turn means 

selecting the notch setting between 0 and 32; for maximum TE and acceleration. As the train speed 

constant OHE voltage, V is proportional to the notch increases, i will come down rapidly as per (2b), and the 

number N. The shunt has five possible settings from 0 to question arises as to whether the LP should take a notch 

4; the resistance R decreases and hence Rr increases or a shunt to counteract this decrease. This issue is 1

resolved by writing (2) in the formprogressively with increase in the setting value S. The 

motor voltage limit is 750 V (in a few derated specimens 

it is 725 V or 700 V). The continuous current rating is 900 

A and the ten-minutes current rating is 1100 A. In newer 

 2
1

1
G=

+

C i

Rr
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Figure 2 : Schematic representation of traction circuit of WAP4. It should be noted that the shunting lever in 
the loco pilot's cab applies the shunt simultaneously to all six motors and not to just one of them. 
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Since higher shunt settings mean higher values of Rr, oscillations should be very small and very slow. Even 

for a constant i, the torque is greater for the lower after the balancing point is found once, that does not 

position of the shunt. Hence, whenever possible, the LP mean that the train speed will remain constant for all 

should try to attain the tolerance current value at the time. Terrain features like gradients and curves, and 

lowest possible shunt. OHE voltage fluctuations cause the train speed to 

deviate from the set value. The time scale of these 
Thus, after first hitting tolerance current at low speed, deviations is generally quite large however and the LP 
low notch and zero shunt, the LP should wait for the train should be able to react as soon as a 1-2 km/hr error is 
to accelerate and the current to decrease to such a level encountered. The strength of the reaction should be 
that the next notch may be taken without going over the dependent on the rate at which the train speed is 
limit. At this point, he should increment the notch level by changing – a slow change can be offset by increasing or 
one, and then again wait before yet another notch can decreasing a single notch while a rapid change should 
be taken. In this manner, the LP should continue taking be attacked with more notches and/or shunts as 
notches one after another until either the maximum required. It should be noted that fluctuations due to 
notch level or the tolerance limit on V has been reached. change in OHE voltage alone can be eliminated by 
For maximum motor utilization, i should jump up all the adjusting the notch level so that the voltmeter reading V 
way to its tolerance value after each notch increment. remains constant at all times.
Using (1b), this implies the successive notches should 

be incremented at a uniform rate in speed, say one With this we complete the general description of the 

additional notch after every 5 km/hr speed gain. optimized driving algorithm for any tap changer loco. 

Our prescriptions constitute an elaboration of the 
When the limiting notch has been reached on zero general comments made in [5], and are easier to 
shunt, the shunts come into play. After reaching the last implement by the loco pilots. In the next Section we 
notch, the LP must wait for the current to decrease to a obtain numerical values of its various parameters and 
level such that the first shunt may be taken without hence derive the specific triplets (N,S,v) which will 
crossing the limit. If at this point, the torque on first shunt enable the LP to get maximum performance out of it.
exceeds that on zero shunt, then he should take the first 

shunt (this condition is found to be satisfied in WAP4). In 

a like manner, the second shunt should follow the first 
For a strategy which can be implemented by a LP on the shunt, the third follow the second and so on. In some 
run, we must talk not in terms of abstract concepts but in locomotives it is observed that V decreases after taking 
terms of hard, concrete numbers. These numbers can of shunts. This is not the expected behaviour as per the 
be specified only if we know the numerical values of the ideal characteristics, and it happens because of the 
various motor constants. Some of these constants can non-idealities (finite resistance) in the rectifier as a 
be obtained from specification sheets and brochures; voltage source. This decrease in V worsens the motor 
some however are not mentioned in the literature. Even performance for no reason, hence it should be 
for the specified parameters, there can be considerable immediately compensated by taking extra notches as 
gap between theory and practice since values change required. During the entire shunting phase, V should be 
during actual usage. Accordingly, we have first kept as close to its tolerance value as is possible. 
evaluated all the motor parameters by careful 

Although acceleration is the primary component which interpolation from dozens of data sets obtained from 

affects the overall timings of a WAP4-driven passenger actual runs of WAP4s with passenger trains. Then we 

run, another factor which also plays a role is the have decided on the final values by corroborating these 

tightness with which MPS is maintained by the LP. The figures with the specifications in manuals. The 2

references used here are [6-8]. key to achieving constancy of speed is to find the 

balancing point i.e. the notch and shunt setting at which 
The relevant parameters are kK, Rr and R . Since Rr is 2 totthe TE of the loco will just equal the train resistance at 
different for each shunt, we will have to determine its MPS. For most passenger trains, the balancing power is 
values corresponding to all the shunts. We will label significantly less than the full power of the loco. The 

ndthese values with the subscript S i.e. Rr on 2 shunt will balancing notch and shunt settings are typically 
be denoted as Rr. R  also changes with the shunt value 2 totdetermined by hit and trial. If the precise balancing 
as per the rulevoltage corresponds to a fractional notch, a time-

partition between two adjacent notches will be required 

to balance the train. This will cause oscillations of the 

speed but since the power on both the higher and lower 

notch settings is very close to the ideal, these 

3.  QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

 2
2

1
= +

+
a

tot b

R
R R

Rr
(4)



Thus by knowing R  and R  and using the determined correspond to the two most common current limits 2a 2b

tolerated by WAP4s; since 1.3 kA is a maximum limit we values of Rr at each shunt, we will be able to get the 
have taken 50 A less as a safety factor. Since the corresponding R . The parameter C of (2) is an overall tot 1

maximum permissible notch level as well as the normalization constant for the torque and will not affect 
notching pattern varies with changing OHE voltage, we the strategies in any way. 
indicate the strategies for three different voltage levels, 

The units used by us are : V in kV, i in kA and ù in km/hr. corresponding to V=0.75 being attained at N=24, N=27 
By the last one we mean that the numerical value of ù in and N=30 respectively. The shunting transitions have 
our units will be equal to the numerical value of v in been calculated assuming that the voltage remains 0.75 
km/hr. The conversion to rpm obtains by using the gear throughout – compensating notches need to be taken by 
ratio and the wheel diameter; for WAP4, the motor the LP if necessary and have not been shown.
rotation rate in rpm is about 12.5 times the train speed in 

These Tables however have certain prominent km/hr. The references yield that Rr=0.05. Fixing this, 0

limitations. The first is that only three levels of OHE we have interpolated the actual data to obtain the best fit 
voltage have been considered but in reality the OHE can values kK=0.0062 and R =0.26. The ratio in which this 2 tot0

be at any level between these three. What is the LP gets split between R  and R  is again found from 2a 2b
supposed to do in that case ? Second is the fact that the 

brochures [6] and [7] : the best values are R =0.09 and 2a
motor parameters can vary significantly. As we have 

R =0.17. Since the resistances can vary by as much as 2b already mentioned, the resistance allows for 10 percent 
10 percent [6], there is no point in specifying the values 

variation on either side of the mean. The parameter kK 2
to greater precision. A combination of the rules taught in 

is also going to show apparent variation from loco to loco 
driving schools and interpolation from our data sets 

on account of differences in wheel size. For a loco with 
yields Rr for the four shunts as follows : Rr=0.15, 1 almost new wheels, 100 km/hr might be equivalent to 
Rr=0.26, Rr=0.42, Rr=0.70. 2 3 4 1230 rpm, while for a loco with heavily worn wheels it 

might correspond to 1310 rpm. Since the actual motor With all the motor parameters determined, we can now 
variables depend upon its rpm and not on the train express the general strategies of the previous Section in 
speed, kK will have to be varied to accurately cover for 2quantitative terms. In Tables 1 and 2 we indicate the 
these two cases. Then are we going to construct a speeds at which the various notch and shunt transitions 
separate table for each of hundreds of combinations of should be taken to maintain maximum motor current at 
R  and kK ?tot 2i=1.1 kA and i=1.25 kA respectively. These of course 

Traction motor current : 1.1 kA
 

0 Shunt
 

OHE HI
  

OHE MED
  

OHE LO
 

Speed 
 

Notch
 

Speed
 

Notch
 

Speed
 

Notch
 

10 11 10  12  10  13  

15 12 13  13  11  14  
20 13 17  14  15  15  
25 14 21  15  19  16  
29 15 26  16  23  17  
34 16 30  17  26  18  
39
 

17
 

34
 

18
 

30
 

19
 

44
 

18
 

38
 

19
 

34
 

20
 49

 
19

 
43

 
20

 
38

 
21

 53
 

20
 

47
 

21
 

42
 

22
 58

 
21

 
51

 
22

 
46

 
23

 63

 
22

 
56

 
23

 
50

 
24

 68

 

23

 

60

 

24

 

53

 

25

 73

 

24

 

64

 

25

 

57

 

26

 
 

68

 

26

 

61

 

27

 
73

 

27

 

65

 

28

 
 

69

 

29

 
73

 

30

 
 

1st

 

Shunt

 

81

 

2nd

 

Shunt

 

90

 

3rd Shunt 103
4th Shunt 126

Table 1 : Speeds for the various notch and shunt transitions for 1.1 kA in the traction motors.
Please see Table 2 overleaf before continuing with the bulk text
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One way of resolving the above dilemmas would be to small variation in parameters. And the trend in the 

propose algorithms based on ammeter readings which notching intervals as OHE voltage varies is also readily 

are absolute. But that would not be practical to apparent – as the line voltage decreases, the interval 

implement. The resolution is achieved by noting that becomes lower and lower. Periodically the LP will have 

though the absolute speeds of the various transitions to check the ammeter to verify that things are all right but 

can vary widely with change in parameters, the on the whole he can just proceed with notching and 

difference in speed between successive transitions shunting at the prescribed intervals. For additional 

changes only by a small value. Thus, the first column of convenience on run, we may round off the shunting 

Table 1 features notch increments at 5 km/hr intervals; intervals to the appropriate multiple of 5 km/hr – that is 

for a different set of parameters this interval might easier for LPs to remember and execute and causes 

change to 5.2 or 5.3 km/hr, which is quite a small minimal decrease of loco performance. 

change. The shunting intervals too are quite robust to 

Traction motor current : 1.25 kA

 

0 Shunt

 

OHE HI

  

OHE MED

  

OHE LO

 

Speed

 

Notch

 

Speed

 

Notch

 

Speed

 

Notch

 

10 12

 

10

 

14

 

10

 

15

 

12 13

 
14

 
15

 
11

 
16

 

16 14
 

17
 

16
 

15
 

17
 

21 15
 

21
 

17
 

18
 

18
 

25 16
 

25
 

18
 

22
 

19
 

29 17
 

29
 

19
 

25
 

20
 

33 18 32 20  28  21  

38 19 36 21  32  22  
42 20 40 22  35  23  
46 21 44 23  38  24  
50 22 48 24  42  25  
55 23 51 25  45  26  
59 24

 
55
 

26
 

49
 

27
 59

 
27

 
52

 
28

 
 

55
 

29
 59

 
30

 
 1st

 

Shunt

 

66

 2nd

 

Shunt

 

73

 
3rd Shunt 84
4th Shunt 104

Table 2 : Speeds for various notch and shunt transitions for 1.25 kA in the traction motors

With all these modifications in place, the final sheet notch at equal intervals of speed. This interval is 
describing our algorithm is given on the next page. The 5 if OHE voltage is high, 4 if OHE voltage is low. 
format of this page is such that it can directly be printed Just before taking each notch, your ammeter 
and given to an LP or loco inspector for use on the run. should read about 1050 A.
Some additional tips for good driving have been 

3. Stop taking notches when voltmeter reads 750 included in points 1 and 4.
V. This should happen at speed around 75. Note 

Algorithm for acceleration of WAP4 locomotive the exact speed at which you have taken the 
last notch.

Note : Speeds written in the following format assumed to 
be in km/hr : 123 4. Starting from the speed noted above, take the 

four shunts at speed intervals of 10, 10, 10 and 
For 1100 A in traction motor  : st nd rd

25 respectively. Just before taking 1, 2  and 3  
shunt your ammeter should read 1000 A or 1. At start of acceleration run, keep shunt set to 0. 

thlower. Just before taking 4 shunt your ammeter Use a small current to bring the couplers to 
should read 950 A or lower. However, a shunt tension and then take notches quickly until 
transition is best avoided if you are close to the ammeter reading becomes 1100 A. 
train MPS and the acceleration is still 

2. From this point on keep taking one additional appreciable.
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5. Take additional notches after successive improving the performance of LPs on a daily basis. A 
shunts to compensate voltage drop due to less skilful LP will just have to follow the more 
shunting. conservative paths through our strategy sheets, such as 

taking the maximum intervals when a range has been 
For 1250 A in traction motor : specified. Still, the difference between his performance 

and the optimal performance will be quite small, unlike 1. At start of acceleration run, keep shunt set to 0. 
what happens now. Even skilled LPs have to Use a small current to bring the couplers to 
accumulate a lot of experience before their instincts can tension and then take notches quickly until 
take them close to the optimal strategy; our algorithm ammeter reading becomes 1250 A.
will enable them to clock good figures from their first day 

2. From this point on keep taking one additional at the controls. Moreover, an LP driving by instinct is 
notch at equal intervals of speed. This interval is bound to show variation from one run to the next; this 
4.5 if OHE voltage is high, 3.5 if OHE voltage is variation can be greatly reduced if the overall strategy is 
low. Just before taking each notch, your learnt like a formula and mechanically executed on run. 
ammeter should read 1200 A or lower. Finally, a definite algorithm has enormous pedagogical 

advantages over instinctive methods; in driving schools, 
3. Stop taking notches when voltmeter reads 750 

it can easily be imparted to the LPs during initial and/or 
V. This should happen at speed around 60. Note 

refresher training.
the exact speed at which you have taken the 
last notch.

4. Starting from the speed noted above, take the 1. In view of the overwhelming preponderance of 
four shunts at speed intervals of 10, 10, 10 and males in the profession of LP, we use the 

st nd rd15 respectively. Just before taking 1, 2  and 3  masculine forms to denote both male and 
shunt your ammeter should read 1150 A or female LPs.

thlower. Just before taking 4 shunt your ammeter 
2. In this Article the abbreviation MPS refers to should read 1100 A or lower. However, a shunt 

maximum permissible speed only. We do not transition is best avoided if you are close to the 
follow the convention found in some documents train MPS and the acceleration is still 
e.g. [5] of using 'MPS' to denote the shunting appreciable.
lever.

5. Take additional notches after successive 
shunts to compensate voltage drop due to 
shunting. [1] http://elocos.railnet.gov.in/Loco_bank/shedwise.

aspx It should be noted that the strategies presented above 
are in very good agreement with the techniques already [2] http://www.irfca.org/faq/faq-loco2e.html#wap-4
being used by the best LPs when achieving a quick [3] http://www.railelectrica.com/traction-motor/dc 
acceleration run. series-motor-as-traction-motor/

[4] A E Fitzgerald, C Kingsley and S D Umans, 
“Electric Machinery,” Sixth Ed. Mc Graw Hill New 

We devote one last paragraph to the following issue : it is 
York, USA (2008)

well known that the intuition and experience of a good 
[5] Electrical Engineering Directorate, Indian loco pilot play a pivotal role in determining the 

Railways, “Tips for better enginemanship for loco performance of the train; does our scientific algorithm 
pilots.” make these qualities redundant ? The answer to this is 
http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploan emphatic no. Our strategies are meant to 
ads/directorate/ele_engg/Circulars/TIPS_04101supplement and not supplant a dexterous LP's instincts. 
(1).pdfAs we have already mentioned, the motor parameters 

can vary from loco to loco and a single strategy cannot [6] RDSO, “Pamphlet on Traction Motor HS 15250A,” 
account for a thousand parameter combinations. We Gwalior, MP (2010). 
can prescribe intervals ranging between 3.5 and 4.5 http://www.rdso.indianrailways.gov.in/works/uploa
km/hr but the best value in any given situation will have ds/File/Pamphlet%20on%20Traction%20Motor%2
to be determined live, in the cab. The better the LP, the 0HS-15250A-eng.pdf 
better will he find this interval and the closer will he 

[7] http://trainweb.org/railworld/Electric_Locos/wap4.
remain to the motor's permitted current. The same 

htm 
considerations hold for maintenance of MPS – we may 

[8] http://www.cgglobal.com/frontend/ProductDetail.mention typical balancing positions for certain loads but 
aspx?id=j7Cu6ITnQ60=again the specific point has to be worked out by the LP 

on the run. That said, our algorithms will go a long way in 

5. FOOTNOTES

6. REFERENCES

4.  CONCLUDING REMARKS
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"WALKING STEP BY STEP FOR SUCCESS" —

IRCTC'S RAILWAYS NEW PROJECTS

Manoranjan Dinkar
Sr. Executive/SU/IRCTC

lkjka'k% [kku&iku  uhfr &2010 ds mijkar vkbZvkjlhVhlh us QwM Iyktk vkSj QkLV QwM ;wfuVksa ds vykok 
vuqKfIr/kkfj;ksa }kjk lapkfyr gksus okys lHkh LFkk;h vkSj py ;wfuVksa dks ¼dSVfjax O;olk; dk 90% ½ {ks=h; 
jsyksa dks LFkkukarfjr dj fn;kA Hkkjrh; jsyksa ij dqN py vkSj LFkk;h ;wfuVsa ¼jkt/kkuh] nwjarksa ,oa QwM 
Iyktk vkSj QkLV QwM ;wfuVsa½ vHkh Hkh vkbZvkjlhVhlh ds fu;a=.k esa lapkfyr gks jgh gSaA vc] 
vkbZvkjlhVhlh us ,DthD;wfVo ykmUt] egkjktk ,Dlizsl] cgq&mn~ns';h; ifjlj] fdQk;rh gksVy] 
LVs'ku mUu;u bR;kfn tSlh fofHkUu ifj;kstukvksa dk dk;Z izkjaHk fd;k gSA

Abstract: After Catering Policy 2010, IRCTC has transferred all licensee operated (90% 
catering business) static and mobile units except Food Plaza and Fast Food Units to Zonal 
Railways.  Some of the mobile and static units (Rajdhani, Durontos and Food Plaza and Fast 
Food Units) over Indian Railways are still operating under the control of IRCTC. Now, IRCTC 
has entered into various Railway Projects i.e. Executive Lounges, Maharajas' Express, Multi 
Functional Complexes, Budget Hotels, Station Up-gradation etc.

1. EXECUTIVE LOUNGES technology for entering and using the facility at the 
railway station. The GRE accompany the passenger to 

Waiting for trains have never been so comfortable and the entry gate showing how to swipe the card and 
enjoyable for Rail users at Railways station. Executive different services available in the lounge like meal, 
Lounge at Major Railway stations have everything to offer beverages, Wi -Fi, Recliner, TV, News Papers, 
from good food to comfortable visiting with entertainment Magazines, and Train Information display. In addition to 
at very reasonable price. Facilities which were thought to this additional services are business center with facility 
be available at airport any how now arrive at railway of desktop, scanning, print out, photo copy etc. Never 
station with the opening of executive lounges. miss your Knick knacks. Convenience store is also 

available in the lounge which offers Books, Journey Railway Passengers can now get respite from the 
Solutions, FMCG products which can be purchase by crowded and often unhygenic environs while waiting for 
the lounge users. In addition to above wash & change trains -- with Railways opening its first executive lounge 
facilities also available. A kit is also provided in this at New Delhi station offering an array of facilities for 
facility which includes bath towel, Moisturizer, soap, passengers including buffet meals and Wi - Fi. State of 
shower cap and shampoo along with this facility wash art facility of executive lounge gives a peek in the 
room & changing room is also available. The lounge has window showing facilities about to enter the Railways in 
a capacity to accommodate 115 persons. Rs. 350/- is future. From outside it is unimaginable of the wonder 
charged for the stay of three hours and incase that is in store in the lounge the moment the door opens, 
passenger wish to extend his stay Rs. 150/- charge for the smoothing & refreshing air comes. At the reception 
every hour. The lounge is spread over an area of building with the humble and smile indicate the 
3,000Sq/ft. fully air condition Wi-Fi access and top class hospitality that the lounge offers to the passenger. The 
amenities are available.entry after registration through smart card shows the 
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2. MAHARAJAS' EXPRESS

5. STATION UP-GRADATION

3. MULTI FUNCTIONAL COMPLEX

4. BUDGET HOTELS

hotels that are financially viable for passengers. 
Further, the land and building owned by the Indian 

The Maharajas' Express, offers five aptly crafted Railways and so identified mutually has been stated 
itineraries provide the train travelers an experience to to be licensed out for provision of services at mutually 
make them feel no less than royalty, exploring the agreed commercial license fee / sharing of revenue 
mystique of this incredible culture and more from the with permission to sub-license the rights to third 
luxury and comfort of spacious cabins of the train. Out parties in regard to activities related to passenger 
of the five exclusive itineraries promoted by amenities and retiring rooms/ budget hotels. \
Maharajas' Express train, three itineraries are of 
8Days/7Nights viz. The Indian Splendour, The 
Heritage of India and The Indian Panorama passing 

The basic aim was to provide Rail Passengers up-through the rich and panoramic landscape and 
graded and tourist friendly stations with improved showcasing the beauty of destinations like Jaipur, 
amenities apart from provision of facilities such as Ranthambore, Fatehpur Sikri, Agra, Gwalior, Orchha-
Executive Lounges and Food Courts of International Khajuraho, Varanasi and Lucknow. The other two 
standards. Most essentially, the endeavor is to itineraries of 4Days/3Nights viz.  Gems of India& 
continue to provide tourists friendly facilities at Treasures of India introduce the travelers of this 
Railway stations on long term basis. IRCTC, as Indian Luxury Train to the wondrous circuit of 'Golden 
single window for Hospitality Services on Indian Triangle' consisting of Delhi-Agra-Jaipur.
Railways, would like to undertake renovation, 
operation and maintenance of the tourist stations 
under Station Up-gradation project in order to 

In order to upgrade and provide facilities at all provide Improved Circulating areas and parking, 
important stations serving places of pilgrimage, Passenger information system, Retiring rooms, AC 
industry and tourist interest, on Indian Railways, Waiting Room (Free of Charge), Cloak Rooms/ 
construction of Multi-functional Complexes was Lockers, International Tourist Information Bureau, 
announced in Railway Budget (2009-10). The basic Baggage handling, Tourist Guidance, Public 
aim was to provide rail uses facilities like shopping, Conveniences, Enquiry & Booking offices, Battery 
food stall and restaurants, book stalls, PCO/STD operated buggy etc. 
etc., medicine and variety stores, underground 
parking etc. with the above background, 49 stations "The main objective of this PSU is to provide a Single 
were identified for setting up of Multi-functional Window-service for hospitality, travel and tourism 
Complexes. products over Indian Railway Network. IRCTC has 

got strength of more than 1500 specialized 
hospitality professionals and widespread network 
across India”. IRCTC has been formed to promote domestic and 

international tourism through development of Budget 
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Instructions for the guidance to the authors in the preparation of articles 
and other contributions to the Indian Railway Technical Bulletin

Ø

Ø

Ø

To stimulate interest in technical authorship,  Railway Board have sanctioned the grant of four annual cash 

prizes of Rs 2000/-, Rs 1500/- and Rs 1000/- (two numbers) for the article adjudged as first, second and third (two 

numbers) published in any calendar year in the bulletin and have decided that authors (other than RDSO) of the 

remaining articles will be paid Rs 400/- for each article depending on its merit.

Contributions, having merit on the following subjects are acceptable for the bulletin.

Articles on engineering, transportation, commercial, accounts, statistical and other allied subjects  

having a bearing on railway working.

Short notes on handy gadgets or practical hints on care, maintenance and operation of equipment, 

method of construction and organisational problems encountered in railway working.

Comments and criticism in the form of ‘Letters to the Editor’ on articles which have appeared in earlier 

issues of the bulletin.

The Editor can also be addressed to seek information or opinion on the design and maintenance of railway 

equipment.

Two copies of each contribution with soft copy should be typewritten to double spacing on the one side of the 

paper with a margin of the left hand side of 40 mm and addressed to the  Executive Director (Administration-I & EMS), 

Research Designs and Standards Organisation, Manak Nagar, Lucknow- 226011, whose  decision regarding 

suitability for publication will be final.

Author’s full name and designation should be given.  All articles should begin with a synopsis not exceeding 

100 words.  References should be quoted numerically in a bibliography at the end of paper.  Footnotes should be 

indicated by sub-script numbers to be presented in the order of their appearance.  Standard or well recognised 

notations should be used and personal reference and lengthy quotations should be avoided.  An article should not 

normally exceed 3,000 words.  The authors should certify that the articles sent for publication in the Indian Railway 

Technical Bulletin have not been sent elsewhere for publications.

Black/Colour Illustrations and photographs should be the minimum required to explain the article.  Diagrams 

and tables should normally be of ISI metric size A4 (297x210 mm) with margins of 13 mm at the top, bottom and right-

hand side and 20 mm on the left hand side.  Larger diagrams should be on sheets 297 mm deep but should not exceed 

420 mm in width as far as possible.  In case of diagrams larger than 297x420 mm, lettering should be such that when 

reduced in size, it remains legible.

Line diagrams should be in black/colour ink on tracing cloth or on tracing paper having smooth white surface 

with lettering reduced to the minimum.

If author makes a request, tracings and photographs will be returned after printing
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